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VAI announced at its virtual 

customer conference, Prevail 

2020, the launch of the newest 

version of its S2K Enterprise 

ERP solution, 6.2. In a time when 

customers are relying more heavily 

on cloud services and mobile 

capabilities to enable remote work, 

S2K version 6.2 offers an updated 

interface and advanced product 

features to enable customers to 

stay resilient in the new normal.

S2K 6.2 debuts new efficiencies 

and innovations around Warehouse 

Management, Supply & Demand 

Planning, Mobile applications, and 

Analytics as well as enhances 

integration between Marketing, 

Sales Force Automation, and 

eCommerce applications. With 

the latest additions to S2K 6.2, 

VAI also announces its new “On 

Cloud” branding to reflect the 

transition they are seeing from 

running ERP on premise to the 

cloud. The new “On Cloud” 

branding will be added to all their 

ERP products, S2K Enterprise On 

Cloud, S2K for Food On Cloud, 

and S2K Pharma On Cloud.

“The past eight months changed 

everything for our customers, 

making it clear that a reliable 

ERP solution running in the cloud 

is vital to companies’ ability to 

survive in this new landscape,” 

said Joe Scioscia, vice president 

of sales at VAI. “By leveraging 

VAI’s S2K 6.2, organizations will 

have access to comprehensive 

self-service capabilities across 

all of our applications, allowing 

them to gain real-time visibility into 

their operations and stay resilient 

through this uncertain time.”

Along with a solid ERP foundation, 

e-commerce and mobile tools have 

become critical business functions. 

Without face to face interaction, 

VAI customers must rely on self-

service portals and mobile apps 

to take orders, collect payments, 

and access vital information. 

S2K 6.2’s redesigned mobile 

applications strengthen their offline 

capabilities and allow companies 

to leverage inexpensive mobile 

devices to improve operations and 

enhance customer service. VAI’s 

warehouse management suite also 

leverages mobile devices to boost 

warehouse productivity and lower 

costs.

“As a leading ERP provider for 

over 40 years, we understand 

that the challenges facing our 

customers right now are unlike 

anything they’ve faced before,” 

said Bob Vormittag, chief executive 

officer and president at VAI. “To 

help companies overcome these 

challenges and thrive in the new 

normal, the S2K Enterprise 6.2 

release provides better agility 

and visibility for businesses by 

encompassing the entire product 

suite into one modern, cloud-

based ERP solution that drives 

ROI.”
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In a time when customers are relying more heavily on cloud services and mobile capabilities to 
enable remote work, S2K version 6.2 offers an updated interface and advanced product features to 
enable customers to stay resilient in the new normal.

VAI ADVANCES MOBILE FEATURES AND CLOUD SERVICES 
WITH LATEST RELEASE OF S2K ENTERPRISE 6.2 ERP SUITE




